
ACHIEVE DIGITAL BUSINESS AUTOMATION AND SEAMLESS 
WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT WITH AUTOMIC AUTOMATION

In today’s fiercely competitive digital business environment, it’s becoming harder to 
manage and maintain workflows across a growing ecosystem of diverse platforms, 
ERP systems, and business apps. With Automic Automation, Broadcom’s service 
orchestration and automation platform, Melillo can help you achieve digital business 
automation across your entire IT landscape to accelerate your digital transformation  
and power your trajectory of growth.

Delivering seamless workflow management, digital business automation, and 
accelerated digital transformation in one platform, Automic Automation allows you to:

• Manage complex workloads: Enjoy simplified workload management in one  
 unified platform that provides a single point of automation across mainframe,  
 distributed, and cloud platforms. 

• Simplify multi-cloud deployment:  Effortlessly deliver business services to your 
business across multiple cloud environments.

• Accelerate Big Data and AI Integration:  Create agile and efficient data 
pipelines with end-to-end automation to power more informed decision-making, 
while seamlessly integrating AI technologies to unlock the full potential of your 
data and drive transformative outcomes.

• Minimize downtime and automate menial work: Empower SRE teams to work 
more efficiently, reduce the time taken to resolve issues, and eliminate repetitive 
tasks to enhance system reliability and performance.

• Transform SAP operations for greater performance and agility: Enhance SAP 
processing performance and boost agility through automation, accelerated data 
processing, and seamless integration with key SAP solutions. 

• Enhance visibility and control over Oracle E-Business Suite: Enjoy a single 
point of control for managing business processes, including non-standard Oracle 
concurrent requests, to effectively monitor and oversee operations for improved 
efficiency and performance.

With Automic Automation from Broadcom, Melillo can help you unlock the full potential 
of your business through seamless automation, streamlined workflows, and accelerated 
transformation, so your organization can thrive in the digital era.

PARTNERS

Envision Your IT 

At A Glance 

Since 1988, Melillo has been helping organizations power their business through technology. 
We offer a full range of complete IT solutions that address customers’ on-premises, hybrid, 
and cloud needs, with advanced expertise in infrastructure, development, security, and 
data management. Serving a range of industries, including healthcare, finance, insurance, 
manufacturing, and other organizations, Melillo helps customers create and execute digital  
business acceleration strategies that lower costs, boost ROI, minimize risk, and ensure compliance.
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Unlock the full potential of  
your business through seamless 
automation, streamlined 
workflows, and accelerated 
transformation, so your 
organization can thrive in the 
digital era.
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